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Abstract : In the context of Requirements Engineering (RE), both goal-driven approaches and 
scenario-based approaches have proven useful for eliciting, justifying and validating system 
requirements. In order to overcome some of the deficiencies and limitations of these 
approaches when used in isolation, proposals have been made to couple goals and scenarios 
together. The CREWS1-L’Ecritoire approach advocates for a bi-directional coupling allowing 
movement from  goals and scenarios and vice-versa. 
The paper reports on an experimentation of the CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach on a large 
scale business process re-engineering project conducted in the context of an electricity supply 
and distribution company. The focus is on a set of issues that we found important and that we 
believe are not specific to our approach. We considered three kinds of issues, those which are 
found in goal-driven approaches, those in scenario-based approaches, and those specific to 
goal-scenario coupling. In this paper, we devote a specific attention to the third kind of issues 
and assess the extent to which the goal-scenario coupling helps to resolve the first two kinds 
of issues. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Requirements Engineering (RE) is concerned with the elicitation and definition of system 
requirements. Whereas initial research efforts focused on the requirements definition facet 
[Spi92, Jon90, Gut93, Rum91, Jac95] and address what questions only, recent attempts have 
been made to develop approaches that support the requirements elicitation facet. Within these 
approaches why questions can be addressed in addition to the usual what questions. It then 
becomes expected to elicit system requirements better meeting the organisation’s goals and 
needs. Goal-oriented RE and scenario-based RE are two distinct trends aiming at eliciting 
requirements from an analysis of the wider context in which the system will operate.  
 
The argument of goal-driven approaches is that the rationale for developing a system is to be 
found outside the system itself, in the enterprise in which the system shall function [Lou94]. 
RE is therefore concerned with the elicitation of high-level goals to be achieved by the 
envisioned system [Ant96, Bub94, Dar93], the refinement of these goals [Dar93, Yu94, 
Rol98] and their operationalisation into system requirements specifying how goals should be 
accomplished by the proposed system [Ant96]. However, practical experience shows that (a) 
goals are not given and thus, goal discovery is not an easy task [Rol98, Ant96], (b) application 
of goal reduction methods [Dar93] to discover component goals of a goal is not as straight-
forward as the literature suggests [Bub94, ELE97, Ant96] and (c) eliminating uninteresting 
and spurious goals is necessary and difficult [Pot97]. 
 
Independently of goal modelling, an alternative approach to RE, the scenario-based approach, 
has been developed. By capturing examples, scenes, narrative descriptions of contexts, use 
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cases and illustrations of agent behaviours, scenarios have proved useful in requirements 
elicitation in a number of ways : to elicit requirements in envisioned situations [Pot94], to 
help in the discovery of exceptional cases [Pot94, Rol98, Sut98], to derive conceptual object-
oriented models [Dan97, Rum91, Jac95, Rub92], to understand needs through scenario 
prototyping [Hsi94], to reason about design decisions [Car95, You87] and so on. The 
argument is that typical scenarios are easier to get in the first place than goals. Goals can be 
made explicit only after deeper understanding of the system has been gained. The industrial 
practice survey conducted by the CREWS consortium confirms that scenarios are useful in 
particular when abstract modelling fails [Wei98]. In addition, since scenarios describe 
concrete behaviours, they capture real requirements. However, because they deal with 
examples and illustrations, scenarios are inherently partial and only provide restricted 
requirements descriptions which need to be generalised to obtain complete requirements. 
 
In order to overcome some of the deficiencies and limitations of goal-driven and scenario-
based approaches used in isolation, some proposals have been made recently to couple goals 
and scenarios together. In [Dan97, Jac95, Lei97, Poh97] goals are considered as contextual 
properties of use cases whereas in [Coc95] they are used as a means to structure use cases. 
The goal scenario combination has been used to operationalise goals [Ant96, Hol90, Pot94, 
Rol98], to check whether or not the current system usage captured through multimedia 
scenarios fulfils its expected goals [Hau98], to infer goals specifications from operational 
scenarios [Vla95] and to discover new goals through scenario analysis [Rol98]. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to assess the strengths and weaknesses of an approach to 
requirements engineering that uses goal-scenario coupling. The CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach 
[Rol97, Rol98] developed within the CREWS ESPRIT project uses a bi-directional coupling 
allowing movement from goals to scenarios and vice-versa. The complete solution is in two 
parts : when a goal is discovered, a scenario can be authored for it and once a scenario has 
been authored, it is analysed to yield goals. By exploiting the goal-scenario relationship in the 
reverse direction, i.e. from scenario to goals, the approach pro-actively guides the 
requirements elicitation process. In this process, goal discovery and scenario authoring are 
complementary steps and goals are incrementally discovered by repeating the goal-discovery, 
scenario-authoring cycle. 
 
The assessment is based on a real case study conducted in the context of Business Process 
Reengineering [Ham93]. The case study is part of the ELEKTRA project [ELE97] aiming at 
developing and experimenting with an approach to managing change in electricity supply and 
distribution companies due to deregulation rules issued by the European Community. In the 
context of business process reengineering, the issues of why are critical to understand current 
processes and identify deficiencies in those processes, to envision new processes and to 
evaluate the different alternative change scenarios. The case study reported in this paper was 
performed in an electricity distribution company of 35,000 employees : PPC, Greece. The 
focus here is on the issues that we found important and that we believed are not specific to our 
approach. We considered three kinds of issues, those which are found in goal-oriented 
approaches, those in scenario-based approaches, and those specific to goal-scenario coupling. 
In this paper, our attention will be, on the one hand, to consider the third kind of issues and on 
the other hand, to assess the extent to which the goal-scenario coupling helps to resolve the 
first two kinds of issues.  
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The CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach is summarised in section 2. Section 3 follows step by step 
the application of the approach to the ELEKTRA case study and discusses the issues of 
interest. The examples are not connected together, they aim at illustrating the issues. An 
extended discussion of the issues, their origin and resolution, and the impact of the goal-
scenario coupling on these issues concludes this paper in section 4. 
2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE CREWS L’ECRITOIRE APPROACH  
In this section we first present some of the key concepts and terminology of the CREWS 
L’Ecritoire approach and then provide a brief overview of its process. 
2.1 Concepts and terminology 
• A Requirement Chunk (RC) is a pair <G, Sc> where G is a goal and Sc is a scenario. 
Since a goal is intentional and a scenario is operational in nature, a requirement chunk is a 
possible way of achieving the goal. 
• A goal is defined as "something that some stakeholder hopes to achieve in the future" 
[Pli98]. In our approach, a goal [Pra97] is expressed as a clause with a main verb and 
several parameters, where each parameter plays a different role with respect to the verb. A 
detailed description of the goal structure can be found in [Rol98]. An example of a goal 
expressed in this structure is the following : 
Provide verb (efficiently) quality (electricity) object (from PPC producer) source (to our non eligible 
customers) beneficiary (using PPC network) means (in a normal way) manner 
• A scenario is "a possible behaviour limited to a set of purposeful interactions taking place 
among several agents" [Pli98]. It is composed of one or more actions, an action being an 
interaction from one agent to another. The combination of actions in a scenario describes a 
unique path. A scenario is characterised by an initial and a final state. An initial state 
attached to a scenario defines a precondition for the scenario to be triggered. A final state 
defines a state reached at the end of the scenario. We distinguish between normal and 
exceptional scenarios. The former leads to the achievement of its associated goal whereas 
the latter fails in goal achievement. 
• Requirement chunks classification and abstraction levels : We have introduced three 
levels of abstraction called contextual, functional, and physical. The contextual level 
identifies the services that a system should provide to an organisation and their rationale. 
The functional level focuses on the interactions between the system and its user to achieve 
the needed services. Finally, the physical level deals with the actual performance of the 
interactions. Each level corresponds to a type of requirement chunk. As a result, we 
organise the collection of requirements in a three level abstraction hierarchy.  
• Relationships between requirement chunks: There are three types of relationships among 
Requirement Chunks (RC) namely, the composition, alternative, and refinement 
relationships. The first two of these lead to a horizontal AND/OR structure between RCs. 
These are extensions of conventional AND/OR relationships between goals. AND 
relationships among RCs link together those chunks that require each other to define a 
completely functioning system. RCs related through OR relationships represent alternative 
ways of fulfilling the same goal. The third kind of relationship relates requirement chunks 
at different levels of abstraction. The refinement relationship establishes a vertical link 
between requirement chunks. 
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2.2 The requirements elicitation process 
The CREWS-L’Ecritoire process aims at discovering/eliciting requirements through a bi-
directional coupling of goals and scenarios allowing movement from goals to scenarios and 
vice-versa. As each goal is discovered, a scenario is authored for it. In this sense, the goal-
scenario coupling is exploited in the forward direction from goals to scenarios. Once a 
scenario has been authored, it is analysed to yield goals. This leads to goal discovery by 
moving along the goal-scenario relationship in the reverse direction.  
The exact sequence of steps of the process is as follows : 
1. Initial Goal Identification 
repeat 
2. Goal Analysis 
3. Scenario Authoring 
4.  Goal Elicitation Through Scenario Analysis 
until all goals have been elicited 
It can be seen that goal elicitation and scenario authoring are complementary steps and 
goals/requirements are incrementally discovered by repeating the goal-analysis, scenario-
authoring, goal-elicitation-through-scenario-analysis cycle. Each of the three steps of the cycle 
is supported by mechanisms to guide the execution of the step. 
The guidance mechanism for goal analysis is based on a linguistic analysis of goal statements. 
It helps in reformulating a narrative goal statement as a goal template as introduced in the 
previous section. The mechanism for scenario authoring combines style/content guidelines 
and linguistic devices. The former advise authors on how to write scenarios whereas the latter 
provides semi-automatic help to check, correct, conceptualise, and complete a scenario. 
Finally, for goal elicitation through scenario analysis, we defined enactable rules offering 
three different goal discovery strategies namely, refinement strategy, composition strategy, 
and alternative strategy. The first of these discovers goals at a lower level of abstraction than a 
given goal ; the second discovers goals ANDed to the original one ; the last discovers goals 
ORed to the original goal. 
 
3.  THE ELEKTRA CASE STUDY 
 
In this section, we will apply the CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach to the ELEKTRA case study 
with a view to identifying how the requirements elicitation issues are addressed and resolved. 
The specific issues handled in each step of this application are discussed.  
 
3.1 Initial Goal Identification 
 
The approach requires the identification of the highest level goals of the problem at hand. This 
can be done through a suitable study of initial documents and brain-storming sessions. These 
goals may be at any of the three levels of abstraction and become the starting point of the 
requirements elicitation process. In the ELEKTRA case study, we identified one goal at the 
contextual level, namely, “Run PPC in TPA manner” (TPA stands for Third Party Access). This 
goal refers to a design option in which the PPC Distribution could offer access to its 
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distribution network to third parties, i.e. independent power producers. Part of the result of the 
application of the elicitation process to this goal is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Run PPC in
TPA manner
customer PPC shareholders
IPPProvide quality
services
Get return
Access to
PPC
network
Provide efficiently
electricity  to  non
eligible customers
Connect to
PPC Network
Get Financial
Counterpart
Avoid Failures
Non
eligible
Customer
PPC Front
Office
PPC Back
Office
Contextual
Level
Refined by
Provide efficiently electricity to
eligible customers
..........
..........
Eligible
Customer
..........
Provide efficiently gaz
Refined by
Refined by
Functional
Level
Connect
customer to PPC
network
Disconnect from
PPC network on
customer
request
Disconnect from
PPC network
after payment
failure
Bill customer
with respect to
electricity
consumption
Grant automatic
transfer
payment
authorization
Revoke
automatic
transfer payment
authorization
Estimate the
customer
electricity
consumption
Refined by Refined byRefined by
.......... ..........
..........
..........
Initial States: The Customer Bank Information
System is connected and ready. The Support
System is ready. ... . A bill for the Customer
electricity consumption exists.
1. The Support System checks if the date of
the bill payment has arrived
2. If the date of the bill payment has arrived
      3. Then
       ...
      10. The Support System updates
       the Customer Financial account
      11. The Support System sends a receipt
       for the Customer financial account
       modifications to the Customer.
Final States: The Customer Bank Information
System is connected and ready. ... A proxy
from the Customer to PPC exists. The
Customer has a receipt for the Customer
financial account modifications to the
Customer
Get financial
counterpart
from customer
Establish a bill
book for the
customer debt
recovery
Refined by
Refined by
OR
OROR
OR
..........
OR
OR OR
OROR
AND
AND
AND
AND
 
Figure 3.1 : An excerpt of the Requirement Chunks of the ELEKTRA case study 
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In contrast, in the absence of the application of the approach, first the PPC distribution 
processes were described. From these, the operational goals were identified which were then 
clustered together to yield the final hierarchy, a part of which is shown in Figure 3.2. The total 
hierarchy consists of about 200 goals. Two different parts of this hierarchy are shown in the 
Appendix as Figures A-1 and A-2. The former shows the existence of redundant goals (“Keep 
Warehouse Supplied”). The latter shows a case of incorrect clustering. Figure A-3 shows that 
the goal “Establish a Bill Book for the Customer Debt Recovery” was discovered only through the 
application of the CREWS L’Ecritoire approach.  
 
C5'
C8', C9', C10'
Run PPC Distribution efficiently
Satisfy customer 
requests Ensure product quality
Minimise
operational costs
Satisfy load increase
Respond to customer
requests
Ensure safe and 
continuous network 
operation
Ensure customer
payment for all services
provided
Ensure smooth functioning
of technical and human
resource processes
C8', C9', C10'
C5'
Goal
Process AND
decomposition
Legend
A47', A48'
A14'
A37'
A8', A9', A10', A11', A18', A36', B1,
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C7, C8, C9, C2'
C8', C9', C10'
 
Figure 3.2 : From processes to goals : elements of the final goal hierarchy 
 
Issue 1 : Initial Goal Identification 
In the application of the CREWS approach, the difficulty of identifying initial goals was low 
since the approach requires only a small collection of goals which can be treated as a single 
higher level goal. In contrast, the determination of operational goals and their clustering to 
yield the final 200 goals was not a straight-forward task and incorrect clustering had to be 
determined and removed. In fact, three different ways of clustering were tried out before the 
goals could be identified (see [ELE98] for details). Also, considerable attention had to be 
given to remove redundant goals and to identify missing goals. All this was time-consuming 
and diverted attention from the main task of goal identification. 
 
3.2 Goal Analysis 
 
3.2.1 Goal formulation 
Goal analysis is concerned with the formulation of goal alternatives and subsequent reasoning 
to select the right alternatives. In order to do this, the CREWS approach expects that the 
informal goal statement will be brought into a form that is conducive to performing goal 
analysis. This form is as follows : 
Verb <object> <result> <source> <destination> <means> <manner> 
<referent> <beneficiary> <time> <location><quality> <quantity> 
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The use of this template helps in reformulating the preliminary informal goal statement into a 
more accurate definition. By focussing attention on possible values of the different parameters 
and their compatibility, the template helps in the generation of alternative goals.  
 
Let us take the ELEKTRA preliminary goal statements as follows : 
(a) Customer Servicing 
(b) Provide Electricity 
(c) Disconnect Customer 
For (a), the verb of the template is “Serve”. Thereafter, reasoning on the parameter 
<beneficiary> of the template leads to the introduction of two types of customers, namely, 
eligible2 and non-eligible as follows : 
Serve verb (eligible customers) beneficiary 
Serve verb (non- eligible customers) beneficiary 
 
Further analysis of the beneficiary shows that there can be eligible customers from other 
European countries. This lead naturally to the definition of a goal to attract such customers, 
i.e., to : 
Attract verb (European eligible customers) beneficiary 
 
For (b) reasoning on the <means> leads to the following goals : 
Provide verb (electricity) object (to our customers) destination (using PPC network) means 
Sell verb (access) object (to other parties) destination (using PPC network) means 
 
For (c) similar reasoning on the <time> leads to : 
Disconnect verb (customer) beneficiary (upon customer request) time 
Disconnect verb (customer) beneficiary (upon PPC decision) time 
 
Thus, it can be seen that the template helps in a more accurate definition of a goal and, in 
addition, by focussing attention on the parameters helps in finding other relevant goals. 
 
Issue 2 : Goal Formulation  
The initial goal statement is usually rather imprecise and sketchy and can be interpreted in 
many ways. The exact meaning of the goal gets clearer and clearer as the elicitation process 
proceeds through scenario authoring, goal refinement and goal decomposition. However, our 
experience is that it is best to make a precise, formal statement of the goal as early as possible 
in the RE process. Furthermore, all the parameters of the goal template are not necessarily 
needed in every goal. Our approach was improved to classify goal templates on the linguistic 
property of the verb [Pra97] and it so turns out that all members of a class have the same set 
of parameters. This provides the potential for introducing guidance in goal formulation, a 
property that has been exploited in the CREWS L’Ecritoire prototype. 
 
                                                          
2
 The distinction between eligible and non-eligible customers has been introduced by the deregulation rules set by 
the EC. From 1999, eligible customers will have the possibility to buy electricity from any European producers 
whereas non-eligible customers will remain captive to the local monopoly (if any). 
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3.2.2 Exploration of design alternatives 
In order to systematise goal finding, the CREWS approach suggests that the values of the 
different parameters should be determined independently of each other. It is only once all 
values of all parameters have been determined that the dependency between these values 
should be considered. This facilitates the generation of a large number of alternatives from 
which the appropriate ones can be selected. 
 
Thus, starting from the goal : ”Get verb (financial counterpart)result (from PPC customers) source (based 
on meter readings) referent”, we enumerate all possible means (being currently used or that could 
be used in the future), all possible referents, sources and time cycles. We obtain the following 
table (future possibilities are in italics). 
 
Means Referent Time Source 
private agencies 
PPC offices 
Post offices 
Bank transfer 
pre-paid cards 
WEB based interfaces 
based on meter readings 
based on annual consumption 
based on package price 
every two months 
every month 
every year 
non eligible customers 
eligible customers 
 
 
Combining all these values leads to the construction of 108 different goals. Examples of such 
goals are given in the list below. 
 
1. Get verb (financial counterpart)result (every two months) time (from non eligible customers) source 
(based on meter readings) referent. (trough Post offices) means 
2. Get verb (financial counterpart) result (every month) time (from eligible customers) source (based on 
annual consumption) referent. (by bank transfer) means 
3. Get verb (financial counterpart) result (every two months) time (from eligible customers) source (based on 
package price) referent. (using WEB based interfaces) means 
4. Get verb (financial counterpart) result (from non eligible customers) source. (using pre-paid cards) means 
 
In order to remove meaningless goals, it is suggested that a pair wise combination between 
parameters should be performed to exclude meaningless or contradictory ones. In the previous 
example, when combining the means and time parameters, if the payment is made using “pre-
paid cards”, the time is meaningless. Similarly, when combining the parameters, means and 
referent, if the payment is made using pre-paid cards, the referent is meaningless. This leads to 
a reduction of the number of possibilities from 108 down to 92. A complete analysis leads to 
reduce the number of possibilities to around 40. 
 
Notice that the use of the template for finding alternative goals is applicable at any abstraction 
level. At the contextual level, the use of the template leads to elicit design options. For 
example, the use of the template on “Provide quality services” (see Figure 3.1) helps to 
investigate different types of design options such as. “Provide efficiently electricity to non-eligible 
customers”, “Provide efficiently electricity to eligible customers”, “Provide efficiently gas to non-
eligible customers”, etc. Each design option identifies a number of services such as “Connect to 
PPC network”, “Avoid failures” and “Get financial counterpart” for the design option “Provide 
efficiently electricity to non eligible customers” (Figure 3.1). At the functional level, the 
alternatives describe the different possible realisations of a service. The different ways by 
which payments of electricity consumption can be performed, as identified above, are 
examples of functional alternatives. At the physical level, the alternatives refer to the different 
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ways in which a function can be implemented. For example, the WEB payment alternative can 
be implemented using either the Internet or through an Intranet. 
 
 
Issue 3 : Exploration of Alternative Designs 
Our experience is that focussing the attention of engineers on key factors and then providing 
automated support facilitates the envisionment of a large number of alternative designs. In the 
BPR domain, this is crucial for the envisionment of the future system. However, this 
exhaustive generation of alternatives is very difficult to practice manually. In the example 
discussed above, the manual approach came up with only 7 alternatives whereas 108 
alternatives were generated using the CREWS approach, out of which eventually only 40 were 
relevant. Evidently, there is a combinatorial explosion problem in the generation of 
alternatives. Yet, from the RE point of view, the larger the number of alternatives explored, 
the better it is. Our experience is that it is not possible to focus attention of stakeholders on a 
very large number of alternatives, typically above 20. Therefore, it was necessary to modify 
the approach to mitigate the combinatorial explosion. Two solutions were incorporated, (a) 
automatic elimination of goals (those having contradictory parameters), and (b) goal 
classification to limit the number of goal parameters. 
 
3.3 Scenario Authoring 
 
Once a goal has been selected, a scenario is authored for it. In this movement from goals to 
scenarios, the scenario associated with a goal reflects the dynamics of the system for 
achieving it. Therefore, the goal gets grounded in reality : if there is a dynamic for achieving it 
then the goal must be a realistic one. Additionally, the scenario specifies a way of 
operationalising the goal. In this way the goal-scenario coupling mitigates the problem of 
fuzziness of goals and goal operationalisation as reported in the literature [Pot97, Ant94].  
 
3.3.1 Finding Whether Goals are Realistic or Not 
The writing of a scenario can lead to discover that the associated goal is not realistic. For 
instance, let us consider the ELEKTRA goal “Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) 
result (with a meter installation)manner (within 2 working days) time“ and the corresponding scenario 
partly given on the top of figure 3.3. 
 
In the application of the approach non-operationalisable interactions in a scenario are 
considered as goals which have their own scenarios (see section 3.4). This is the case of the 
interaction 38 in the above scenario. The goal derived from this interaction along with its 
associated scenario is given in the bottom of figure 3.3.  
 
This scenario shows that the installation of new meters depends on the weekly schedule of the 
PPC Technical service (see condition number 2). If the schedule of the current week does not 
allow this then, the time constraint cannot be met which shows that the goal “Connect verb 
(customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result (with a meter installation)manner (within 2 working days) time“ is 
not realistic. 
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Figure 3.3 : An example of an interaction refined by a goal and its associated scenario 
 
Issue 4 : Finding the Right Goal 
The mere formulation of the goal after goal analysis does not necessarily lead to an acceptable 
goal. Experience shows that scenario authoring is a way to make the goal more concrete 
which, in turn, helps in making the goal formulation clearer and more accurate. This leads to 
finding the right goal. 
 
3.3.2 Removing Goal Fuzziness 
In our case study, the scenario shown in Figure 3.4 was authored for the goal “Connect verb 
(customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result “ 
 
 
Figure 3.4 : Detailing the goal “Connect Customer to PPC network” with a scenario 
 
The scenario shows one case of connection (see line 33 of Figure 3.4), that of using a remote 
connection for the customer. Thus, the scenario helps in identifying the parameter <manner> 
of the goal which leads to a more accurate formulation of the goal as follows :  
Goal : Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result (with a meter installation) manner
 (within 2 working days)
 time
Interaction Scenario
1. The Customer requests the Front Desk Agent for a connection to the PPC Network
2. The Front Desk Agent requests the Customer for providing the Customer ID
papers and the location of the house to be connected
...
34.  If there is no meter in the house to be connected
...
38. The PPC Technical Service installs the new meter
39. The PPC Technical Service connects the meter to the PPC network
...
Goal : Install verb (a new meter) result
Interaction scenario
1.  The PPC Technical Service Manager checks if the meter installation can be performed according
the schedule for the current week
2.  If the meter installation can be performed according the schedule for the current week  
3.  Then
 
.........
 
14 The technician installs the new meter at the customer premises
 
15.........
 
Goal : Connect verb (customer) beneficiary  (to PPC Network) result
Interaction Scenario
1. The Customer requests the Front Desk Agent for a connection to the PPC Network
2. The Front Desk Agent requests the Customer for providing the Customer ID papers and the
location of the house to be connected
3. The Customer provides to the Front Desk Agent the Customer ID papers and the location of
the house to be connected
...
24. 
 
If there is a meter in the house to be connected
25. 
 
Then
...
33.If a remote connection is feasible
34.  Then
35.  The Front Desk Agent requests the Support System for performing
the connection
...
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Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result (through a remote connection) manner 
 
Issue 5 : Scenario Fitness 
In order to properly resolve the issue of finding the right goal, the related issue of authoring a 
fit scenario must be raised and resolved. We conducted an empirical study to evaluate the 
effect of using guidelines to write scenarios on their fitness. Over one hundred and twenty 
people formed the target group of the study. From this study we found two important results 
(a) that guidelines for advising on the style and contents of the scenario significantly improve 
scenario fitness, and (b) that guidelines do not guarantee scenario fitness as a number of errors 
and ambiguities can still be found in scenarios. Thus, in addition to providing guidelines, it 
seems essential to develop suitable techniques to check for scenario fitness, for example by 
ensuring scenario completeness and removing ambiguities.. 
 
3.4 Goal Elicitation Through Scenario Analysis 
 
Once a scenario has been authored, it is analysed to yield goals. Analysis is based on three 
different strategies, refinement, composition, and alternative discovery strategies. In this 
movement from scenarios to goals, the attempt is to discover realistic goals. Indeed, since a 
scenario describes a concrete and relevant way of realising a goal, any strategy that helps in 
discovering goals through scenario analysis is likely to produce the right goals. 
 
3.4.1 Refinement Strategy 
Consider the ELEKTRA goal “ Provide verb (efficiently) manner (electricity) object (to customers) beneficiary ”. 
The first statement of the associated scenario represents a service that the customer expects 
from PPC, namely, a connection to the network. This service cannot be directly 
operationalised. The refinement strategy suggests that such a service should yield a new goal 
at a lower level of abstraction than the original goal. Thus, as depicted in figure 3.5, a new 
goal, “Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result ” is defined and its scenario is 
authored. 
 
Similarly, in this latter scenario, the statement 38 is an action which cannot be directly 
realised. Again a new goal, “Install verb (a new meter)result”, is defined and its scenario is 
authored. The refinement strategy is applied recursively till no new goals are discovered.  
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Service Scenario
Interaction scenario
Goal : Provide verb (efficiently) manner  (to customers) destination
1. PPC front office connects the customer to the PPC network
2. Then
 3. PPC provides electricity avoiding failures
4. PPC gets financial counter-part from customers.
Goal : Connect 
verb (customer) beneficiary  (to PPC Network) result
1. The Customer requests the Front Desk Agent for a connection to the PPC Network
2. The Front Desk Agent requests the Customer for providing the Customer ID papers and the
location of the house to be connected
3. 
...
38. The PPC Technical Service installs the new meter
...
Interaction scenario
Goal : Install verb (a new meter) result
1.
 
The PPC Technical Service Manager checks if the meter installation can be performed
according the schedule for the current week
2.
 
If the meter installation can be performed according the schedule for the current week
3.  Then
...
14.  The technician installs the new meter at the customer premises
15.  ...
 
 
 
 
...
 
 
 
...
 
 (electricity) object
 
Figure 3.5 : The successive refinements of a high level goal 
 
Issue 6 : Change in Level of Abstraction 
As pointed out in [Vla95], goal operationalisation often requires a change in the level of 
abstraction. Our experience is that finding refined goals was difficult in some cases. This is 
similar to the experience of [Coc95]. This difficulty was reduced by introducing in our 
approach, three pre-defined levels of abstraction, contextual, functional, and physical. These 
three levels provide a framework for the gradual transformation of high level enterprise goals 
into goals that could be related to business processes. The contextual level was found to be 
particularly useful in ELEKTRA because it provided a means to concretise high level goals by 
service scenarios that identify the key agents and the services that one requires from the other. 
In fact, a number of levels of abstraction within both the contextual and service levels were 
found necessary. 
 
3.4.2 Composition Strategy 
Consider the same ELEKTRA goal “ Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result ”. An 
application of the composition strategy to this goal results in three ANDed goals : 
 
Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) result 
Disconnect verb (customer) beneficiary (from PPC network) source (upon customer request) time  
Disconnect verb (customer) beneficiary (from PPC network) source (upon PPC decision) time  
 
Thus the composition strategy helps in discovering the various functions of the system, i.e., 
the various use cases [Jac95]. 
 
As another example, when we applied the composition strategy to the goal, “Get financial 
counterpart”, we found the following ANDed goals : 
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1. Bill verb (customer) beneficiary (with respect to electricity consumption) source 
2. Get verb (financial counterpart) result (from customer) source 
3. Grant verb (automatic transfer payment authorization) result 
4. Revoke verb (automatic transfer payment authorization) result 
5. Estimate verb (the customer electricity consumption) object 
6. Establish verb (a bill book for the customer debt recovery) result 
 
The goal hierarchies shown in Figures A-4 to A-6 in the Appendix display the problems of 
redundancy and tracking system functionalities. The correspondence between the list of 
ANDed goals above and Figures A-4 to A-6 is shown below : 
 
Goal   Figure  Name 
1   A-4  Handle Financial aspect of electricity supply to customer 
1   A-5  Calculate and collect customer contribution 
1   A-6  Keep record of customer financial status 
2   A-6  Collect customer payment 
3 & 4  A-6  Facilitate customer payment 
5 & 6   -   - 
 
It can be seen that goal 1 is redundantly expressed in the three figures with three different 
names. This redundancy leads to a tracking problem since it is difficult to understand that 
these three names refer to partially overlapping functions. The tracking problem also arises for 
the combination of goals 1 to 4 listed above. This is due to the distribution of the 
corresponding goals in three different hierarchies of Figures A-4 to A-6. It can also be seen 
that the goals 5 and 6 are missing. Clearly, these are additional functionalities that have been 
discovered by the application of the composition strategy. 
 
Issues 7 : Discovering Full System Functionality (Use cases) 
Evidently, the discovery of full system functionality is of the essence. However, it seems to us 
that stakeholders have a tendency to concentrate on the most obvious functionality to the 
exclusion of others. It is therefore necessary to make them focus on discovering all 
functionality, complementary and supplementary. Whereas the composition strategy helps in 
the former, the latter is left unaddressed in our approach. We consider this, however, to be an 
important issue to be resolved. An associated problem of discovering system functionality is 
that of tracking. This arises when the discovery of a functionality is not accompanied by 
establishing its relationship with other functionalities. Our experience in this matter is similar 
to that of [Coc95] in that it is difficult to relate goals spread over large parts of the goal 
hierarchy to system functionalities. In our approach, the use of the composition strategy 
naturally generates ANDed goals which by definition are goals identifying functionalities.  
 
3.4.3 Alternative Strategy 
Again, the ELEKTRA goal, “Connect verb (customer) beneficiary (to PPC Network) object ”, can be 
operationalised in seven different manners. These seven alternatives are discovered by the use 
of the alternative strategy and are ORed to each other. The seven goals are given below : 
 
1. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object (through a remote connection) manner 
2. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object (when a remote connection is not 
feasible)manner 
3. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object (with a meter installation)manner 
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4. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object (with a meter characteristics 
modification)manner 
5. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object  
(with an installation creation made by PPC)manner 
6. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object  
(by sub-contracting the installation creation)manner 
7. Connectverb (customer)beneficiary (to PPC Network)object  
(by treating the exception “the customer is written-off”)
 manner 
 
In contrast, in the absence of the application of the alternative strategy, only 3 alternatives, 
namely, “Supply low voltage customer with electricity”, “Reconnect meter”, and “Modify 
installation” were discovered. Whereas it is possible to treat the second goal as equivalent to 
“Reconnect meter” ; the first, third, fifth and sixth goals as “Supply low voltage customer with 
electricity” ; the fourth as “Modify installation”, the seventh goal has not been discovered at 
all.  
 
Issues 8 : Finding Functionality (Use Case) Variants  
It has been recognised [Coc95] that the process of identifying variations in use cases is ad-hoc 
and unsatisfactory. As seen in the example above, such processes are unable to discover all 
possible variants of a use case. On the other hand a systematic use of the alternative strategy 
does discover more variants than ad-hoc processes. It is of course very difficult to say whether 
all possible variants have been discovered or not. Our example also shows that the granularity 
of the variants discovered by the ad-hoc process is not uniform and is also coarser than that of 
the systematic process. The former calls for a detailed examination of the variant itself 
whereas the latter leads to re-engineering of the goal hierarchy, a time consuming activity. 
 
3.4.4 Global view on goal discovery and operationalisation 
Aside from the specific issues concerning refinement, composition, and alternative, it is 
necessary to look at the global issues involved in the goal operationalisation and elicitation 
process : 
 
Issue 9 : Mastering Goal Operationalisation 
We found that the separation of refinement, composition, and alternative strategies provides a 
way of mastering the complexity of the goal operationalisation and elicitation process. 
Refinement looks for goals which allow the operationalisation of a higher level goal. 
The alternative strategy helps in discovering different manners for achieving the same goal 
which can be seen as the different variations of a use case. The composition strategy helps in 
discovering goals which are necessary for the entire system to function such that each goal 
corresponds to a different use case. Thus the attention of the stakeholders is focussed on one 
problem at a time. 
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Issue 10 : Systematised Goal Discovery 
We found that scenario analysis is a powerful technique of eliciting goals. In our case study, 
starting with the scenario associated to “Run PPC in TPA manner” (Figure 3.1) and the three 
actions, namely, “Provide quality services”, “Get return”, and “Access to PPC network”, 80% of 
all goals were discovered by successive goal elicitation through scenario analysis. In fact, 
these are a subset of the total goals generated by the application of the three discovery 
strategies and were selected in the final solution because they were considered to be the right 
ones. 
 
4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The table below summarises the issues discussed in section 3 and identifies their source, i.e. 
whether they arise from goal-driven, scenario-driven, or goal-scenario coupling techniques. It 
can be seen that in trying to resolve the various issues, the coupling-driven approach raises a 
fresh issue, that of scenario fitness.  
 
We feel that the relative importance of these issues can vary from problem to problem. In the 
BPR case study the two most important issues were exploration of alternative designs and 
systematised goal discovery. The former was crucial because it is best to consider as large a 
set of alternatives as possible when envisioning the future system. The importance of the latter 
was due to the relatively large size of the case study. 
 
Issue 
No. 
Issue Goal-driven Scenario -
driven 
Coupling- 
driven 
1 Initial Goal Identification X   
2. Goal Formulation X   
3. Exploration of Alternative Designs X X  
4. Scenario Fitness   X 
5. Finding the Right Goal X   
6.  Change in Level of Abstraction X X  
7. Discovering Full System Functionality  X  
8. Finding Functionality Variants  X  
9. Goal Operationalisation X   
10. Systematised Goal Discovery X   
 
Even though the issues brought out in our case study have convergence with similar 
experience reports with either goal [Vla95, Ant96] or scenario driven [Coc95] approaches, our 
experience in the application of the coupling-driven approach in resolving these issues is 
worth highlighting. This experience is different on account of the bi-directional coupling 
between goals and scenarios found in the CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach.  
 
This bi-directional coupling makes it possible for the elicitation process to be proactively and 
systematically guided through an iterative cycle consisting of goal-analysis, scenario 
authoring, goal elicitation through scenario analysis. Quite obviously, this leads to 
systematised goal discovery thereby helping to resolve the tenth issue in the table above. As a 
side effect of this, the first issue of initial goal identification is also addressed. This is because 
the systematisation of the process permits to start with one single high level goal and its 
associated scenario and to progressively and systematically derive the entire hierarchy of goals 
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from this scenario. Thus we could avoid dealing with a large number of goals at the same 
time. 
 
When traversing the bi-directional coupling in the forward direction, i.e. from goal to 
scenario, we found that the scenario attached to a goal helps in finding the right goal. Thus the 
fifth issue can be addressed. This is obtained in exchange of careful scenario authoring and 
analysis. Our experience, that a large majority of goals can be discovered from scenario 
analysis, shows that perhaps this expense is worth the pay-off. 
 
In the reverse direction the scenario associated to a goal facilitates (a) mastering the change in 
levels of abstraction (issue 6), (b) discovering full system functionality (issue 7) and (c) 
finding functionality variants (issue 8). Effect (a) happens because the scenario, by describing 
the dynamics of a goal, subsumes its operationalisation. Therefore, it becomes possible to 
develop mechanisms such as our refinement strategy to support the change in level of 
abstraction and to help in discovering goals at a lower level of abstraction. Similarly, effects 
(b) and (c) occur on account of statements which permit reasoning on dependent and 
alternative dynamics respectively. Therefore strategies such as our composition and 
alternative ones can be defined to deal with the discovery of dependent and alternative 
dynamics. 
 
Thus it can be seen that movements in the forward and reverse directions are mutually 
reinforcing. The meeting point of these movements is a scenario. Clearly the analysis of a 
scenario becomes crucial and therefore, the issue of scenario fitness arises in the coupling-
driven approach. In fact, in our experience, almost as much work was required in developing 
strategies for scenario analysis as for ensuring scenario fitness. 
 
In this paper we have not considered the use of automated support in the case study. This 
support was available in two forms. The first was a the CREWS L’Ecritoire software tool 
which provides guidance in carrying out the various steps of the elicitation process [Taw98]. 
The second form of automated support was used in conducting meetings and brain-storming 
sessions. These sessions were supported by “GroupSystems3”, a CSCW tool. Automated 
support increases requirements engineer productivity and promotes method systematisation 
with its accompanying benefits. 
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Appendix 
 
Reinforce/extend
distribution
network
Handle financial
aspects
Calculate and collect
customer contribution
Satisfy customer 
requests Ensure product quality
Satisfy load increase
Respond to customer
requests
Alter characteristics of
existing customer
installation
Supply L/V
customers
with electricity
Handle financial
aspects of electricity
supply to customers
Run PPC Distribution efficiently
 
Figure A-1 : A sample of the PPC goal hierarchy showing redundancies
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Handle financial
aspects of electricity
supply to customers
Run PPC Distribution efficiently
 
Figure A-2 : A sample of the PPC goal hierarchy showing incorrect clustering 
 
The three bolded goals should be in the same branch of the hierarchy. Customer contribution must be calculated 
and collected  both when “altering the characteristics of an existing customer installation” and when “supplying 
Low Voltage customers with electricity”. 
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Ensure customer payment for
all services provided
Keep record of
customer financial
status
Deal with non-paying
customers
Collect customer
payment
Facilitate
customer
payment
Collect data on
customer
consumption
Ensure correct
charging of
customers
Respond to
customer
complaints
concerning billing
Ensure correct
functioning of
metering devices Establish a Bill
Book for the
Customer Debt
Recovery
 
Figure A-3 : A sample of the PPC goal hierarchy showing is missing goal 
 
The bolded goal, “Establish a Bill Book for the Customer Debt Recovery” in Figure A-3 was missing in the PPC 
goal hierarchy, it has been discovered only by the application of the CREWS-l’Ecritoire approach. 
 
Alter characteristics of
existing customer
installation
Stop supply of
electricity to customer
Dismantle customer
installation after
request
Stop supply of
electricity to
customer installation
Supply L/V
customers
with electricity
Supply M/V
customers
with electricity
Handle financial
aspects of electricity
supply to customers
Offer services
to Public
Organisations
Handle
agricultural
electrification
Ensure safe and
continuous electricity
provision
Respond to customer
requests
 
Figure A-4 :The PPC goal sub-hierarchy for “Respond to customer requests” 
 
The bolded goal “Handle financial aspects of electricity supply to customers” is redundantly expressed with 
different names in figure A-5 with the goals “Handle financial aspects” and “Calculate and collect customer 
contribution” and in figure A-6 with the goals “Collect customer payment”, Facilitate customer payment” and 
“Keep record of customer financial status”. 
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Figure A-5 : The PPC goal sub-hierarchy for “Satisfy load increase” 
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Figure A-6 : The PPC goal sub-hierarchy for “Ensure customer payment for all services 
provided” 
 
 
